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Abstract
We prove that if Si is a Souslin arc (a Hausdorff arc that is the compactification of a Souslin line) for each i and X =
lim←−{Si, f ij }j<i , then every hereditarily indecomposable subcontinuum of X is metric. Since every non-degenerate hereditarily
indecomposable continuum that is an inverse limit on metric arcs is a pseudo-arc, it follows that such an X would be a pseudo-arc
or a point.
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Bing showed that in some sense most continua are pseudo-arcs (Theorem 2 of [2]). A pseudo-arc is a non-
degenerate metric chainable hereditarily indecomposable continuum. For any Euclidean space Rn of dimension
greater than 1, the set of all pseudo-arcs in the hyperspace C(X) is a dense Gδ . Nadler has a discussion of this in Sec-
tion 19 of Hyperspace of Sets [9] and in Chapter 1 of Continuum Theory [10]; the classical result showing how the set
of hereditarily indecomposable continua sits in the hyperspace of subcontinua of a space is due to Mazurkiewicz [7].
This leads to the general problem: what is the analogue to this theorem in the non-metric case. Since inverse limit
techniques are used to construct lots of pathological examples (see in particular Bellamy [1]) and the pseudo-arc can
be easily constructed as an inverse limit on metric arc, the author felt that the use of inverse limits on non-metric arcs
might be a way of constructing a non-metric hereditarily indecomposable continuum which could be a non-metric
analogue of the pseudo-arc. In a recent paper the author showed that one cannot obtain a non-metric hereditarily in-
decomposable continua using inverse limits of the lexicographically ordered square [15]. Heavy use was made in that
paper of the fact that this space has uncountably many disjoint open sets. A logical next step would be to examine the
other end of the spectrum: namely to consider the Souslin line which does not allow for an uncountable collection of
disjoint open sets. This is the problem addressed in this paper.
Another way of stating the main theorem in the present paper is: If M is an inverse limit of ccc arcs then adding the
condition of hereditary indecomposability causes the space to be metric. In general one would think that the condition
of hereditary indecomposability would have nothing to do with metrizability, but indeed it does as this result and
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hereditarily indecomposable continua). Thus, these theorems lead to the consideration of the question of under what
conditions does the property of hereditary indecomposability imply metrizability; it appears to this author to be more
frequent than one might at first expect. The author feels that there is some phenomenon here that merits exploration.
The fact that there exist many different non-metric hereditarily indecomposable continua indicate that other additional
conditions will be needed as well.
Let {Xi}∞i=1 be a sequence of Hausdorff arcs. Then X = lim←−{Xj ,f ji }i<j denotes the inverse limit space of this
system; πn :X → Xn denotes the projection onto the nth coordinate space. Notation: f n+1n is denoted by fn. The
reader may wish to reference [3] for additional details about inverse limit systems. If R ⊂ Xn for some integer n
then ←−R denotes the set of points of X that “run” through R: ←−R = {x = {xi}∞i=1 | πn(x) = xn ∈ R}. The collection
B = {←−R | R is an open segment in Xn for some n} is a basis for the topology of X. We assume that all the functions f ji
are onto maps. We let cl(H) denote the closure of the subset H of X. (See [6,8] for standard topological background
theorems.)
A Souslin line is a non-separable connected linearly ordered space that satisfies the ccc property: Every collection
of disjoint open sets is countable. The existence of Souslin lines is independent of ZFC. By a Souslin arc we mean
a compactification of a connected Souslin line obtained by adding the points at ±∞. A subcontinuum or subarc of
a Souslin line may be a metric arc. Thus subarcs of a Souslin arc are not necessarily Souslin arcs. A subcontinuum of
a Souslin arc (or Souslin line) is metric if and only if it is separable.
Various forms of the following theorem have appeared in the literature, though generally in the metric case. One
can obtain a proof of the theorem in the non-metric case by using the reasoning of Krasinkiewicz and Minc from the
proof of their Lemma 2 in [5] (see also [4]; see Smith [15] for applications to inverse limits).
Theorem 1. Suppose that X is a continuum. Then X is hereditarily indecomposable if and only if for each pair of
disjoint closed sets E and F and pair of open sets U and V containing E and F respectively that X is the union of
three closed sets A, B , and C: X = A∪B ∪C so that:
F ⊂ A, E ⊂ C, A∩C = ∅,
A∩B ⊂ U −E and B ∩C ⊂ V − F.
This theorem can be applied to obtain the following straightforward corollary which applies the theorem to the
special situation of inverse limit spaces.
Corollary 1. Suppose that {Li,f ij }j<i is an inverse limit system, each Li = [ai, bi] is a Hausdorff arc and X =
lim←−{Li,f ij }j<i is hereditarily indecomposable. Suppose further that a1 < u< r < s < v < b1 in L1. Then there exists
an integer n and points w < p < q < z in Ln so that f n1 ([w,z]) ⊂ (u, v) and either:
s < f n1 (w) < v, u < f
n
1 (p) < r, s < f
n
1 (q) < v and u < f
n
1 (z) < r,
or:
u < f n1 (w) < r, s < f
n
1 (p) < v, u < f
n
1 (q) < r and s < f
n
1 (z) < v.
We now present the critical theorem and argument.
Theorem 2. Suppose X = lim←−{Si, f ji }i<j is an inverse limits of ccc arcs and X is hereditarily indecomposable. Then
S1 is separable.
Proof. For each positive integer i let Si = [Ai,Bi]. Let s ∈ S1 so that A1 < s < B1. For each integer n > 1, let On =
{x ∈ Sn | f n1 (x) < s}. By continuity of the bonding maps, On is open. Let Un = {Unγ }γ∈Γn be the set of components
of On. Then for each γ ∈ Γn, Unγ is a connected open segment in Sn. Thus by the ccc condition Γn is countable
and so these components can be enumerated: Un = {Uni }∞i=1. For each i let yni = min{f ni (x) | x ∈ Uni }. Therefore,
Yn = {yni }∞i=1 is countable. (Note that the upper limit on these listings could be finite rather than ∞, but this will not
affect our counting argument.) Thus Y =⋃∞ Yn is countable. Let W = (P,Q) be an open subset of [A1, s] − Y son=1
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some point between s and B1. Then by our corollary there exists an integer n and points w < p < q < z in Sn so that
f n1 ([w,z]) ⊂ (u, v) and either:
s < f n1 (w) < v, u < f
n
1 (p) < r, s < f
n
1 (q) < v and u < f
n
1 (z) < r,
or:
u < f n1 (w) < r, s < f
n
1 (p) < v, u < f
n
1 (q) < r and s < f
n
1 (z) < v.
Thus we have f n1 (x) < v for all x ∈ (w, z). For case 1 we assume that the first of these conditions holds. Since
s < f n1 (w) and f
n
1 (p) < r < s there is a last point α between w and p so that s = f n1 (α); since f n1 ([w,z]) ⊂ (u, v)
we have u < f n1 (x) for all α < x < p. Since f
n
1 (p) < r < s and s < f
n
1 (q) there is a first point β between p and q so
that s = f n1 (β); again since f n1 ([w,z]) ⊂ (u, v) we have u < f n1 (x) for all p < x < β . Thus the segment (α,β) is an
element Uni of Un. Then yn1 is an element of Y . But by the above definitions for α and β we have u < f n1 (x) < s for
all x ∈ (α,β) so P < yni . Since yni is a minimum we have yni  f n1 (p) < r <Q. Thus yni lies in the open segment W
and so W contains a point of Y . Thus the countable set Y is dense in [A1, s]; similarly it can be shown that [s,B1] is
separable, from which it follows that S1 is separable. 
If X = lim←−{Xi,f ij }j<i is an inverse limit of compact continua and M is a subcontinuum of X then M is an inverse
limit of subcontinua of the coordinate spaces: M = lim←−{Mi,f ij |Mi }j<i where each Mi is a subcontinuum of Xi . From
this fact together with the above theorems and standard properties of inverse limit spaces, our main result follows:
Theorem 3. Suppose X = lim←−{Si, f ji }i<j is an inverse limit of Souslin arcs. Then every hereditarily indecomposable
subcontinuum of X is metric.
Note that in order for the inverse limit of Souslin arcs to contain a non-degenerate hereditarily indecomposable
continuum then infinitely many of the coordinate spaces must contain metric arcs. Thus if X is an inverse limit
of Souslin arcs none of which contain metric arcs then there are no non-degenerate hereditarily indecomposable
subcontinua lying in X.
With care, one can construct a non-metric indecomposable continuum that is the inverse limit of Souslin arcs:
Let S1 be a Souslin arc S1 = [A1,B1]. Let h1 be the identity map on S1 and let S2 denote the space S1 × {0,1}
with (B1,0) identified with (B1,1). Then S2 is a Souslin arc. Let f1 :S2 → S1 defined by f1((t, j)) = h1(t), t ∈ S1,
j = 0,1. Then since (B1,0) is identified with (B1,1), f1 is continuous and well defined. Let h2 be the identity map on
S2 and similarly define S3 and f2 :S3 → S2 and continue this process for all positive integers i. Thus fi :Si+1 → Si is
a “rooftop” or “tent” map that maps each half of Si+1 back onto Si (first forwards and then backwards). The resulting
inverse limit space X = lim←−{Xi,fi}∞i=1 will be an indecomposable non-metric continuum. Each composant of this
continuum will be a monotonic union of Souslin arcs.
The referee pointed out to the author that on the other hand, constructing an indecomposable continuum as an
inverse limit of a single Souslin arc with a single tent-map is not so easy. In general one cannot assume the existence
of a tent map like f1. Todorcˇevic´’s [16] showed how to construct a ‘full’ Souslin tree, whose corresponding Souslin
arc has the property that any two disjoint intervals have a ccc product. This implies that no interval can be mapped
onto any other interval. This continuum supports no tent map at all. In fact: any continuous self-map of the arc is a
‘trivial’ retraction onto a subinterval. He also showed a construction for the existence of a homogeneous and reversible
Souslin arc; such an arc would support such a tent map, which could be used as a single bonding map.
Suppose that Γ is an uncountable well ordered index set containing no countable co-final set. It was shown
(M. Smith [12]) that if Xγ is a Hausdorff arc for each γ ∈ Γ then X = lim←−{Xα,f βα }α<β∈Γ is a Hausdorff arc.
Therefore Theorem 3 holds for inverse limits of Souslin arcs over uncountable index sets as well.
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